ARE YOU TEACHING THESE CLASSES?

AMERICAN POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS
FIRST AND SECOND YEAR WRITING
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY
ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY

ELIMINATE STUDENT TEXTBOOK COSTS!

ELIMINATE STUDENT TEXTBOOK COSTS!
WITH OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES (OER)

The Ohio Open Ed Collaborative invites you to consider these course materials to adopt, adapt, assign and share—at no cost to your students. Selected, collected, reviewed and enhanced by faculty teams from Ohio colleges and universities, these materials are ready to use and adapt. All TAG and OTM outcomes have been mapped.

► AMERICAN POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
  ohiolink.edu/OhioOpenEdGovt
► INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS
  ohiolink.edu/OhioOpenEdStats
► FIRST AND SECOND YEAR WRITING
  ohiolink.edu/OhioOpenEdWriting1
  ohiolink.edu/OhioOpenEdWriting2
► INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY
  ohiolink.edu/OhioOpenEdPsych
► ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA
  Ohiolink.edu/OhioOpenEdLinAlg
► INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
  Ohiolink.edu/OhioOpenEdSoc

For more information about the Ohio Open Ed Collaborative, funded by a $1.3 million grant, visit OhioOpenEd.org.

These are Open Educational Resources (OER). You may openly distribute, modify, and share these course materials both within your classes and among your colleagues.
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